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Abstract— This paper addresses the question of how change in
battery parameters will influence electric vehicle (EV) adoption in
the Netherlands. The parameters researched were cost and energy
density, as they play a key role in influencing the total cost of
ownership (TCO), range and acceleration of EVs. This model uses
learning curves to predict the price developments of batteries.
Apart from battery parameters, EV adoption is also influenced by
various other factors such as buying behavior of people, charging
infrastructure, and driving patterns. Thus, the developed battery
cost model is implemented into an agent-based EV adoption
model and the impact on EV adoption is researched. The results
show that with a drop in battery prices, over 50% of the sold
vehicles after the year 2028 will be EVs in a represented
neighborhood of the Netherlands. However, the model does not
consider the effect of battery life degradation.

I. INT RODUCTION

O

high initial cost, range anxiety, lack of charging infrastructure,
charging durations, et cetera. Crucial factors like init ial cost,
range, and charging speeds of EVs can be altered by the battery
pack, thus making the battery one of the most influential
components of an EV.
Fig. 1 shows that the battery pack comprises of 35-50% of
the total cost on an EV [5]. By understanding how the battery
prices will develop over t ime, it is possible to get a good idea
of the purchase cost and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of
EVs in the future. Since costs are one of the biggest factors,
predicting battery prices is valuable information for voters,
activists, and journalists who are interested in moving the
status quo towards sustainable transportation.
Apart from the prices, the developments in battery
characteristics such as the gravimetric energy density and the
specific power p lay a ro le in the adoption of EVs . These
characteristics vary depending on the type of battery chemistry.
For the remainder of this paper, energy density refers to
gravimetric energy density unless otherwise stated. Energy
density of batteries is defined as the amount of energy that can
be stored per kg. The Li-ion chemistry namely lithiu m n ickel
cobalt manganese oxide (NCM ) and lith iu m nickel cobalt
alu minu m o xide (NCA) have the best combination of high
energy density and specific power, making it ideal of electric
vehicles [6].

ver the last few decades, temperatures around the
globe have been rising due to an increase in greenhouse
gas emissions from various sectors [1]. 2015 has been recorded
as the hottest year ever witnessed on Earth [2], and the main
reason for this is the burning of fossil fuels for generation of
energy. Scientists are "95% certain that humans are the main
cause of global warming which will lead to high to very high
risk of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts globally”
[3]. Hence, the switch fro m fossil fuels to renewab le forms of
energy needs to be of highest priority. The t ransportation sector
contributes to 14% of the global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions of which road transportation has been the largest
contributor from 1970 to 2010 [4]. Therefore, it is of great
relevance to focus the research primarily towards sustainable
methods of power generation for road transport.
In contrast to Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles,
Electric Vehicles (EVs ) boast of zero tailpipe emissions.
Additionally, the electricity required to charge EVs can be
obtained from renewable sources, making them an excellent
choice for transportation as far as reducing GHG emissions is
concerned. Also, electric powertrains boast of an efficiency of
80-90%, compared to 25-30% that is seen in conventional ICE
Fig. 1. Cost structure of EVs. [5]
vehicles. Hence, increasing the EV market share will be a
significant step towards sustainable transportation.
In spite of being more efficient and less hazardous towards
In the past, EVs were not feasible because of the low energy
the environment, EVs have not replaced ICE vehicles in the
densities
batteries used to posses. E.g. To produce an EV with
road transport sector. There are several reasons for this such as
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a range of 200 km with a lead-acid battery would have been
impossible. Since it has an energy density of 40 Wh/Kg, the
weight of the lead acid battery pack of the EV would weigh 1.5
tonnes. To put it into perspective, the battery pack would have
to be the size of a Rhinoceros to have enough power to drive
200 Km. Hence, the energy density plays crucial role in
making the battery suitable for automotive applications. On the
other hand, specific power can determine the high acceleration
and fast charging capabilit ies of an EV. When compared to refuelling of ICE vehicles, EVs are considerably slow, leading to
long waiting times for charging. This makes it inconvenient for
a driver when the car runs out of energy. However, if the
batteries have high specific power and available infrastructure
for fast charging, then EVs can challenge and even surpass ICE
vehicles in the future. Another important aspect of the battery
is its degradation. Different components of the battery undergo
different aging mechanis ms such as SEI formation and
electrolyte decomposition, structural transformat ions, current
collector corrosion, and metal d issolutions from electrodes [7].
The main reasons for these degradation mechanisms are the
depth of discharge and operating temperatures [8][9].
However, good battery management systems have shown that
these effects can be controlled.

to simu late the development of charging infrastructure while
[23] uses ABM to evaluate the interdependencies of
manufacturers, consumers, and governmental agencies to
simu late diffusion of alternate fuel vehicles.
To understand how the transition to sustainable
transportation needs to be made and to get a glimpse as to how
it might happen, building a dynamic model that simu lates EV
adoption is necessary. Since, the battery is an influential
component of an EV in terms of cost and other factors, it must
have an impact on EV adoption. Thus , the research question
that is answered in this paper is:
"How can we predict the impact of battery developments on
EV adoption?"
As discussed above, there are models which are very detailed
in one particular aspect of the battery and other agent based
models that speak about EV adoption without taking into
consideration battery developments . This paper answers the
above research question by developing a battery cost model as
battery costs have a big impact on the cost of an EV. Th is
battery model is then incorporated into an agent-based model
for EV adoption in wh ich the change in EV sales can be
observed with change in battery parameters.
This paper is structured as follo ws: Section 2 describes
existing models that predict battery costs and calculate energy
consumption of EVs. Sect ion 3 describes the methodology
behind the battery cost model. In section 4, a brief introduction
of the EV adoption model is explained along with the
methodology used to calculate range and motor power required
based on battery and vehicle specifications. The analysis of
different resulting scenarios is elucidated in Section 5. Finally,
the results will be summarized in Section 6, followed by the
scope for future wo rk in section 7.
II. EXIST ING M ODELS
A. Battery cost models

Fig. 2 Battery price forecast [10]

All the above factors related to the battery indicate that EVs
will breakthrough into the automotive market but there are very
few EV adoption models that take the battery parameters into
consideration. The research in [11][12][13] focuses on
modeling battery prices in detail by calculating the cost of all
the components within the battery cell such as the anode,
cathode, current collector, separator, and electrolyte. [10]
models a learning curve to forecast battery prices till the year
2030. Aging mechanisms that occur in Li-ion batteries during
storage or cycling are described in [7][14][15]. A lifetime
prediction model is developed in [16] based on different factors
such as State-of-charge (SOC), Temperature, Depth of
discharge, and C-rat ing. [17][18] explain energy consumption
models that calculate real-t ime energy consumption of EVs. An
interesting perspective of looking at car-based transportation as
a socio-technical system and how interactions with in this
system can lead to EV adoption is explained in [19]. Agentbased modeling (ABM ) is a comprehensive way to model
socio-technical systems [20]. [21] and [22] use ABM approach

The battery cost model in [24] is called the Battery
Performance and Cost model (BatPaC) wh ich predicts the price
of batteries. In the BatPaC model, the first step involves
calculating the battery performance that is required by the user.
To calculate this, various cell and battery pack design formats
are taken into consideration. However, it is concluded that the
amount of material used for the electrodes, capacity, electrode
area, and number of the cells have the largest influence on cost.
Changes in type of assembly between cylindrical cells and
prismat ic cells have a very small influence on the cost. Hence,
prismat ic cells are chosen as the design for the calculations.
Different types of Thermal Management systems are also
modeled in detail. No w, the user is asked to enter parameters
such as battery power, vehicle range, peak voltage, cell
capacity etc. based on his/her requirement. The result that is
obtained is the dimensions, mass, volume and material
requirements for the entire battery pack. The output from the
design model is used to calculate the raw material costs , and
then the cost of manufacturing is added to obtain the unit cost
of a battery pack. Additionally, the costs for battery
management system and thermal management are included to
determine the total cost of the integrated battery pack that is
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sold to the OEM [24]. Th is detailed bottom-up approach of the
BatPaC model ensures high accuracy in cost modeling as every
component of the battery is taken into account. It gives a
precise cost breakdown of the entire battery pack. Thus, the
accurate estimates made by the BatPaC model can serve as
reliable guideline when modeling battery costs. However, the
time and resources needed to make such a detailed model are
very high.
A relatively simpler model is described in [12], which also
emp loys the bottom-up approach considering cost of raw
materials, manufacturing and overheads. It assumes the cell
structure to be prismatic pouch as in the case of BatPaC model.
The cost model in [12] is based on specific charge and
operating potential of active materials, considering the price of
the individual components. However, the cost of pouch
packaging and electric connection is neglected. The result
produced in the model is the cell cost in terms of dollars per
kilowatt-hour of energy, wh ich is split up into the cost of raw
materials (anode, cathode, electrolyte, current collector and
separator), process and overhead. It is observed from this result
that the cost of the cathode has the largest influence on the cost
amongst all the raw materials. Apart from the cost, gravimetric
energy density for cells with different anode chemistry is also
calculated. The calculat ions are extrapolated to convey the
benefits of such a switch on the automotive industry, if
implemented on a large scale. However, this paper does not
show how the trend in battery prices will follow in future.
[10] forecasts Li-ion battery prices until the year 2030 by
modeling a learning curve as shown in Fig. 2. This learning
curve is based on learning rates seen in battery cost
development in the automotive industry. This method of
forecasting battery prices is much faster and requires lesser
resources than the bottom-up modeling seen in [24]. However,
there is a compromise on the accuracy of forecast. E.g.
according to [10], the forecasted price of Li-ion batteries for
market leaders like Tesla is $250/kWh in 2017, but recent
statements from the CTO of Tesla, M r. J.B Straubel, suggest
that the battery prices are $190/ kWh in 2017. Thus, a more
aggressive forecast is needed.
B. Energy consumption models
[17] uses linear regression and proposes three models that
predict the energy consumption of EVs. All the three models
proposed in this paper use the vehicle dynamics equation as the
basis of their modeling. The goal in [17] is to make a relation
between kinematic parameters of the vehicle and its energy
consumption. The first model in [17] uses simple input
parameters such as travel time , distance, and temperature. The
second model uses detailed real-t ime acceleration data, and the
third makes use of micro-trips. Understanding the energy
consumption of EVs can help in modeling the range accurately
as there is a straightforward link between energy consumption
and range. The disadvantage of creating an energy
consumption model based on real-time data is that this data
must be measured, which takes time.
[18] uses a neural network framework to estimate energy
consumption of EVs under real-world driving conditions. The
neural network concept helps in categorizing different road
types and levels of traffic congestion. Four road types and three
levels of traffic congestion provide a comprehensive setup for

accurate real-time measurements. The neural network has a list
of input variables which include average speed of vehicle,
maximu m speed, maximu m and min imu m acceleration,
number of stops per km et cetera. With this recorded vehicle
data, energy consumption is predicted using battery terminal
voltage, current and average speed of an EV.
In the remainder of this paper, a battery cost model based on
the combination of the methodologies adopted in [10] and [12]
is developed. This model is incorporated into an agent-based
model for EV adoption while range and power calculations are
made using the vehicle dynamics equation explained in [17].
This EV adoption model is elucidated in section 4.
III. BATTERY MODEL M ETHODOLOGY
The Top-Down approach takes into account the total
expenditure on a particular product and divides it by the total
number of units to obtain the unit cost. This approach can be
easily imp lemented when there is plenty of monetary data
available. The calculations involved in this method are rather
simp le, and thus, the effort and time required to determine unit
costs are low. Ho wever, there are t wo main drawbacks to this
approach. The first limitation is that the parameters influencing
the unit cost are not identified by this approach. This renders
the approach ineffective to accurately predict the changes in
price over t ime, wh ich is the second limitation. Consequently,
forecasting battery prices accurately is challenging without
informat ion regarding the parameters that affect the unit cost.
On the other hand, the Bottom-Up unit cost estimation, or
the Engineering Approach, is much more detailed as it
identifies all the essential resources for determin ing the cost of
a unit. A summation of all these pertinent resources result in
the unit cost. Since a detailed assessment of cost data is done,
possible errors and their impacts can be investigated and
variations in cost data can be deciphered with greater ease as
compared to the top-down approach. These advantages make
this approach better suited to forecast the prices of batteries.
However, the disadvantage of the bottom-up approach is that it
involves higher cost and time to collect data.
A combination of both the approaches can ensure accuracy
in predictions in the least amount of time pos sible. This
combined approach is used in this paper. The Top-Down
approach, which is the modeling of a learning curve in this
paper, ensures that, in short time, a rough estimate of how the
battery prices would develop is obtained. The Bottom-Up
approach, in this case, is a calculation of raw material costs to
ensure that the learning curve values are validated and
accurate. Expert predictions are also used to validate the curve.
This combined approach used in our model will be explained
in this section.
A. Battery cost learning curve
1) Learning Curve theory
The phenomenon of the learning curve was first observed
during World War II when ships and aircrafts were being
manufactured [25]. This phenomenon showed that the number
of labor hours spent on manufacturing a single unit of a
particular product decreases at a uniform rate when the number
of units produced doubles [26]. In many cases, labor hours are
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substituted by production costs [27] [28] . A learn ing curve for predictions from [5][10][12][24][33][34][35][36][37][38],
manufacturing progress has the following general equation:
which are made in 2013 and 2014, it is understood that the
trend of battery prices showed a steep decrease initially, and
(1)
then remained fairly constant, similar to a power curve. Th is
flattening of the curve is because the battery prices become
where
and
are positive constants. Y refers to the very close to the raw material price of the battery itself. Since it
costs or labor hours and
corresponds to number of items is impossible to get lower than the price of raw material, the
produced. is called the learning index [29].
closer the prices get to the raw material cost, the more difficult
Since 1936, learn ing curves have been used extensively in it becomes to reduce the price further. To understand if the
different fields [25], most commonly describing random trend in battery price predictions still holds in 2017, a literature
variable d istribution or autocorrelation of a rando m process. It survey is carried out. Unsurprisingly, the same trend is
is also used in volatility forecasting, statistical estimation and observed but there was a change in the predicted values of
derivative pricing [30]. An experience curve is a form of a costs. UBS and Deutsche Bank predicted in 2013 that the price
learning curve with small differences. [27] states that, "The of batteries would be $260/kWh [33] and $225/ kWh [34]
notion of the experience curves varies from the more specific respectively in 2018, but Tesla announced in 2016 that their
formulat ion behind the learning curve in that it aggregates fro m batteries will cost $190/ kWh in 2018. Additionally, General
individuals to entire industries and from labor costs to all Motors made an announcement that the cell cost of the new
manufacturing costs". Since the entire manufacturing cost is Chevrolet Bolt will be $145/kWh in 2019. By considering a
more relevant than the labor costs for this study, we will use factor of 33% for packaging [39], the price of the battery pack
the term of experience curve throughout the remainder of this becomes similar to that of the Tesla Model 3 [35]. Th is
paper. Experience curves have been modeled to predict observation showed that the industry is progressing at a greater
development in different technologies [10] [27] [28]. Since rate than what was previously predicted and more radical
studies show that costs always reduce as cumulative production predictions need to be made.
Finally, an experience curve is modeled to make a best fit
increases, albeit at different learning rates, experience curves
have been widely used in forecasting prices of new technology. along known estimates. A better estimation would have been to
One such example is shown in the model developed for take the variable part of the battery price, i.e, the production
Photovoltaics in [31]. An experience curve is modeled to show cost and overheads and estimate that every doubling of
the development of PV module prices fro m the year 1980 - production would lead to a decrease in a certain percentage of
2050, and it is co mpared with a Bottom-Up cost model to test price. However, this would mean creating a feedback loop
its reliab ility. The experience curve shows a reasonably good between battery price and battery sales , which would consume
forecast with respect to the cost model [31]. Another examp le more t ime. Hence, fo r simplicity, it was o mitted. It would also
that used the learning curve approach to predict the costs of an mean creating mult iple curves for mult iple chemistries.
upcoming technology is discussed in [28]. [28] models a Together, they would have created too much of a resource
learning curve to forecast the mass production prices of Proton draw while improving the shape only marginally.
Exchange Membrane fuel cells. Nine experience curves are B. Learning curve reality check using raw material costs
modeled; each represents nine scenarios depending on the rate
of improvement of power density and cost reduction speeds of Now, to achieve the lower bound on the cost of the battery, the
memb ranes, electrodes, and bipolar plates. The above raw material costs are obtained using the Bottom-Up cost
examples validate the choice of modeling an experience curve approach. This approach breaks the battery down into its raw
to forecast battery prices in this paper. Also, there are recent materials; namely the cathode, anode, current collector,
papers on predicted battery prices [10] [32] that show that the electrolyte and separator. The sum of the prices of each of
trend is in the form of a power law, wh ich further validates our these components result in the cost of raw materials. Fro m
[12], it is observed that the cost of the cathode for each cell
choice of using experience curve modeling approach.
However, it is very easy to go wrong while modeling these chemistry plays a major ro le in determin ing the cost of raw
curves. Hence, two approaches to ensure that the experience materia ls, and thus, a calculation of the cathode cost is done.
curves are modeled with sufficient accuracy are considered. The costs of the other raw materials used in making the anode,
The first approach is verifying the modeled curve with expert current collector, separator, and electrolyte are taken from [12]
predictions. Due to its exponential characteristics, the and [11]. To determine the price of the cathode, the weight of
experience curve calcu lations occasionally lead to very small each material used is calculated, and this weight is multiplied
values that are not realistic [28]. Thus, the minimu m value that with the cost of the material per kilogram to give the total cost.
the costs can drop to needs to be set. The second approach is a For examp le, the cathode of an NCM battery consists of
bottom-up calculation of the price of raw materials which Nickel, Cobalt, Manganese, Lithiu m and Oxygen. Calculating
corresponds to this min imu m value that the costs in the the weight of Nickel and mu ltip lying it with the cost per
kilogram gives the total cost of Nickel. Perfo rming similar
experience curve can drop to.
calculations for Cobalt, Manganese, Lithiu m, and Oxygen, and
summing up their respective total costs, an estimate of the
a)
Expert predictions to validate the experience curve
cathode’s costs can be achieved. It must be noted that these
As mentioned above, to expedite the process of cost estimation
calculations are made in terms of price per kWh of energy.
and to obtain an initial idea of the trend of battery costs, expert
Develop ments in battery technology are slightly different
predictions are taken into consideration. After analyzing
fro m other technologies. Usually, when there is an
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improvement in a part icular characteristic of a product, one
must pay extra for this. Fo r example, an e xternal hard d isk with
1GB storage space will cost lesser than one with 2 GB of
storage. However, when it co mes to the gravimetric energy
density of batteries, it is the opposite. As the energy density
increases with advancements in technology, it means th at a
greater amount of energy can be stored in the battery per unit
weight. This characteristic means that to produce 1 kWh of
energy, lesser raw materials will be used. In our model, this has
an influence on the lower limit, wh ich is the cost of raw
materials. Thus, as technology improvements occur in battery
chemistry, the price will reduce even further.

autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its
design objectives. It is the smallest element of an agent-based
model that is able to perform actions on itself and other agents,
receive inputs from the environment and other agents, and
behave flexibly and autonomously because an agent consists of
both states and rules."
A. Agent-based EV Adoption Model

The Agent-Based Buying Charging Driving (A BCD) model is
an agent-based model that comprises of different agents such
as battery manufacturer, car manufacturer, car dealer, people,
EVs, charge points, charge point operators, municipality etc.
C. Battery price prediction
and simulates the interactions between these agents. The aim of
After validating the experience curve with expert predictions
this ABCD model is to predict the rise of electric vehicles and
and obtaining the minimu m to which these prices can drop, an
charging infrastructure in the Netherlands by researching the
experience curve is modeled fro m the year 2010 to 2035 with
dynamics between these systems . The ABCD model is divided
the following equation:
into different modules that represent the entire eco -system
related to electric vehicles. These divisions are made to try and
(2)
replicate what is happening in reality. The modules comprise
of:
where,
 Buying Module: Th is module describes how a choice
c = starting year (2010 in our case)
is made by a customer to choose either an internal
K= Init ial battery price in year "c"
combustion engine (ICE) vehicle or electric vehicle
x = Current Year
when he/she visits a car dealer. These choices are
α = Learning index
based on a mixtu re of monetary and non-monetary
factors which are explained in detail in [40] and will
Using (2), three experience curves are modeled for Li-ion
be elaborated in this section.
batteries which represent three scenarios- an optimistic fast
 Charging module: The aim o f this module is to model
development, a pessimistic slow development scenario and our
the charging infrastructure rollout and usage in Dutch
best guess. The slow development scenario assumes there will
neighborhoods. [41]
be no new battery chemistry that will enter the market till
 Driving module: This module focuses on the types of
2035, but the NCM battery's production process would become
driving patterns that the residents of the neighborhood
extremely mature, such that the price of the NCM battery
have.
would be equal to the price of its raw materials along with a
small overhead. On the other hand, the fast development Since the ABCD model models the buying behavior of people
scenario makes aggressive predictions about new chemistries in a particular neighborhood of the Netherlands, and the aim of
such as Li-S entering the market and being mass produced by this research is to see how battery prices affect the adoption of
2035. The final values of these two curves are in accordance EV in the Netherlands, the effects of incorporating the battery
with the raw material p rices in appendix, section C, with a price model into the ABCD model are researched.
small overhead included. The best guess scenario is what we
think realistically will be the prices of Li-ion batteries in the
The buying module is particularly of interest in this study
coming years.
because it involves interactions between the battery
manufacturer agent, car manufacturer agent, car dealer agent
IV. A DOPTION M ODEL MET HODOLOGY
and the residents of the neighborhood.
In the neighborhood, residents who do not own a vehicle
Predicting EV adoption involves understanding complex
may
v isit the car dealer every month. The step of the
concepts such as battery price developments, buying behavior
simu
lation
is set to one month. The number of residents in the
of people, types of cars produced by car manufacturers,
neighborhood
is fixed to an arbitrary value of 500. All the
charging infrastructure available, driving patterns of people et
results
that
follow
in the section V are for 500 residents. It can
cetera, thus making it a socio-technical system. Modeling the
be
scaled
up
to
make
it representative of the whole of Holland.
interactions between different aspects with distinct behaviors
The
dealer
provides
the user with choices of EV and ICE
within a socio-technical system is required to predict EV
models
based
on
the
user’s
preferences and financial abilities..
adoption because it is the interactions between systems that
In
the
ABCD
model,
the
choice
of cars that the dealer provides
actually happens in the real world . Agent-based Modeling is a
are
constrained
based
for
simp
licity.
Three classes of vehicles
technique which models these interactions and behaviors
are
available
to
the
customer
namely
A-Class, C-class and Ebetween agents of a socio-technical system [20]. This method
can be particularly used for energy networks. As defined in class. The choice of class is made based on the income of the
[20], "an agent is an encapsulated computer system that is customer. After the class is selected, the customer has three
situated in some environment, and that is capable of flexib le, options of range to choose from within the chosen class. The
choice of range is based on his driving pattern and his range
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anxiety. The choices of range are directly lin ked to the size of
the battery pack. Larger the battery pack size, higher will be
the range of the vehicle. The size of the batteries are chosen
based on market survey and is further explained in [40]. After
choosing the car class and the range, the final step in the
buying behavior is choosing the acceleration. Most customers
in reality give preference to how quick they would want their
car to be in terms of acceleration time fro m 0-100 Km/hr.
There are three choices of acceleration time for each range.
Thus, there are 27 cars (nine fro m each class) that the
consumer can choose from.
B. TCO co mparison
After choosing the class, range and power, the total cost of
ownership (TCO) needs to be calculated [40]. The motor size
contributes significantly to the TCO and the power of the
motor is influenced by the total weight of the EV. The battery
pack contributes significantly to the weight of the EV [42]. The
lighter the battery pack, the les ser motor power is needed to
achieve the same acceleration. Thus, the weight of the battery
pack has an influence on the cost. In the past, this influence
was a lot more pro minent. This was because the weight of the
battery pack comprised of a fairly large percentage of the total
weight of a vehicle. For examp le, the EV1, which was the
first mass-produced electric car, had a 16.5 kWh Lead Acid
battery pack that weighed 533 kg when it was first launched in
1996. The battery pack weighed 38% of the entire vehicle's
weight. It had a 102 kW motor that could help achieve a 0 -100
km/hr acceleration time of 10 seconds. In comparison to the
EV1, the Tesla model S 2012 version had a battery pack that
weighed 544 Kg but had an 85 kWh battery pack [42]. The
battery weight though was only 25% of the total vehicle's
weight and it has a 350 kW motor to achieve an acceleration
time of 4.5 seconds for 0-100 km/h r. Thus, to achieve a
particular acceleration, the motor size needs to be chosen and
the motor to be chosen depends on the weight of the battery
pack and the rest of the vehicle. However, as the ratio of
battery weight to total vehicle weight reduces, the rest of the
car starts becoming more and more significant in terms of
influence on choice of motor power.
After the motor power, another influence on the TCO is the
range of the vehicle. The range of an EV is largely dependent
on the size of the battery pack. The higher the capacity of the
battery pack, the larger is the range, provided that the battery
chemistry stays the same. The battery chemistry has an
influence, although limited, on the range through the
gravimetric energy density of the battery. As the energy
density increases, the amount of energy that can be stored per
unit weight increases thus making the batteries lighter. For
example, the EV1 with Lead-Acid batteries had an energy
density of 40 Wh/kg. With such a low energy density, only a
pack size of 16.5 kWh seemed feasible, thus limiting the range.
Increasing the pack size would lead to a very heavy battery,
which would make the car less attractive. On the other hand,
the Tesla Model S with NCA batteries had an energy density of
approximately 250 Wh/kg in 2013, thus allowing the
manufacturer to incorporate a pack size of 85 kWh for almost
the same weight as the battery pack of the EV1. However, the
range has a small impact on the TCO because when it co mes to
choosing the range, the range anxiety of customers plays a

larger role as observed in reality. It is difficult to quantify this
"feeling of freedom" factor. To understand the implementation
of range anxiety in this model, refer to [40]. Since the range of
the vehicle is important to the TCO, albeit to a small extent,
and also the fact that the range plays a role in the placement of
charge points in the neighborhood [41], it needs to be
calculated.
The battery prices from the battery model has the largest
impact on the TCO calcu lation of the EV adoption model [40].
These battery prices are used as input by the car manufacturer
agent along with the range and motor size. Based on these
parameters, the car manufacturer agent calculates the TCO of
an EV and co mpares it with the TCO of an ICE vehicle.
The TCO influences the buying behavior of electric vehicles
in the ABCD model. It takes into account the income,
acceleration preference, and range an xiety of the customer as is
the case in the real world. It performs a TCO co mparison as
well wh ich helps the customer to make buying decisions. The
details of the entire buying module can be understood from
[40].
C. Range and Motor power calculation
The range and motor power calculation involves the interaction
between two agents of the model: namely the battery
manufacturer agent and the car manufacturer agent. The car
manufacturer p roduces three classes of cars - A, C, and E with
three options of battery sizes each. These battery sizes are
determined after performing a market survey, the sources of
which are mentioned in [40].
These values of battery sizes are given to the battery
manufacturer fro m the car manufacturer, along with the weight
of the vehicle excluding the weight of the battery pack. Using
the values for pack size (expressed in kWh), and the energy
density for each year, the corresponding weight of the battery
cells in the pack is obtained. The weight for packaging is added
to the weight of battery cells to obtain the weight of the entire
battery pack. The total EV weight is calculated by adding the
total battery pack weight with the remaining vehicle weigh t
which is also obtained from the car manufacturer.
[17] uses a vehicle dynamics equation to calculate mechanical
energy required at the wheels for a given driving distance. This
vehicle dynamics equation is simp lified by making
assumptions and is used in our model to calcu late energy
consumption. The simp lification is done due to lack of realtime driving data. The energy consumption equation from [17]
is modified as follows:
(3)
Where,
E = energy consumption [Wh/Km]
m = total mass of vehicle [Kg]
g= 9.8 m/sec2
f = Veh icle co-efficient of ro lling resistance [-]
ρ= air density [Kg/m3 ]
C = Drag co-efficient [-]
A = Veh icle cross- sectional area [m2 ]
v = vehicle speed [km/hr]
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a = acceleration
The range for every battery pack size is thus obtained by
dividing it with the corresponding energy consumption. Once
this is done, nine options of 0-100 km/hr acceleration times are
set by the car manufacturer- three in each class. To achieve the
desired acceleration time, the power of the motor has to be
determined. This power is calculated using the follo wing
formula [43]:



(4)
where,
P = power required
m = total vehicle mass
v = 100 km/hr
t = acceleration times (sec)




D. Battery Power calculation
It is obvious that the maximu m motor power (P max,motor) has to
be lesser than the maximu m battery power (P max,battery ) since
the battery is the power source.
Pmax,battery is calculated using the internal resistance, maximu m
discharge current and battery voltage of a single cell. Fo r more
details on this calculation, refer to section B of the appendix.
Pmax,battery for each battery pack size is calculated and compared
with the corresponding Pmax,motor that is chosen by the customer
in the ABCD model. If
, the car
manufacturer will continue to produce this vehicle and offer it
as an option to the customer. If
then
the car manufacturer agent "kills" that particular vehicle and
does not offer it as a choice to the customer. E.g. for an EV
with a 30 kWh battery pack to achieve an acceleration time of
4 seconds from 0-100 km/hr might be difficult because it
would be unable to sustain a discharge rate that is high enough
to meet the power requirements of the motor.









E. Model Calibration
The model needs to be calibrated to make sure that the output
values are realistic. Even though we do not know exact nu mber
of EVs that will be sold till 2035 in the Netherlands, it is
important to check that the outputs are not extraord inarily
disruptive. A similar case also applies for the energy
consumption of an EV. Since there is a lack of real-t ime data
for the acceleration value used in (3), this value was calibrated
to ensure that the energy consumption for C-class vehicle
matched the average value in [44] and the E-class value for
energy consumption matched the average value in [45]. Since
there are not many A - Class electric vehicles on the road at the
mo ment, there was a lack of data to calibrate it with. Thus, it
was assumed that the energy consumption values would follow
the trend which showed that lower the battery pack size, lower
is the energy consumption per km d riven.





The energy consumption equation adopted from [17]
considers battery-to-wheel scope and corresponds to
the energy drawn fro m the battery. Therefore, the
losses in the energy supply chain prior to the battery
are not considered as they do not impact the range of
the EV. [17]
Vehicle parameters such as vehicle cross-sectional
area, drag co-efficient, co-efficient of rolling
resistance, and total mass of vehicle are required in
(3). For E-class vehicles, the Tesla Model S
parameters are taken. For C-class, the Nissan Leaf
data is used [46]. The values for A-class cars is taken
fro m the VW golf. Th is is because there are no
existing A class EVs in the market.
Air density is taken to be 1.2 kg/m3 as the ABCD
model is for the Netherlands which is relat ively on par
with sea level.
The vehicle speed used in (3) is assumed to be 50
km/hr because top speeds in most neighborhoods in
the Netherlands is 50 km/hr.
Depth of discharge and temperature play a big role in
cycle life. For now, we have neglected degradation
effects and given a life span of 10 years to the
NCA/NCM battery based on [45]
Range is affected by temperature and Depth of
discharge. For the sake of simplicity, these are not
taken into account for range calculation.
Since cells for Tesla are cus tom-made by Panasonic, it
is hard to get exact details about the data of the cell.
The 18650 BD panasonic cells data are used instead
for battery calculations [47]. We assume that this cell
is the closest to the Li-ion cells used by Tesla.
The battery prices developed in this model are whole
sale battery prices that OEM's pay to battery
manufacturers.
Taking into consideration the Euro-dollar conversion
rate at the time of fo rmulat ing the results, it is
assumed to be $1= 0.9€.
The annual production numbers of batteries can
influence the cost greatly in the future. Ho wever, in
this model, the effect of the number of batteries that
will be produced is taken as a constant.
The cost for packaging the battery pack is assumed to
be 20% of the cell cost. [24]

V. SCENARIO A NALYSIS AND RESULT S
A. Battery prices

Fig. 3 shows the result of the battery model. Battery price
experience curves were modeled that show the development of
battery prices in €/kWh based on (2). The model starts in the
year 2010 with an init ial battery price of €750/ kWh. Three
scenarios namely the slow development, best guess, and fast
F. Assumptions
development are modeled with learning indexes of 0.58, 0.67,
 Weight of packaging the cells into a battery pack is and 0.78 respectively.
taken as 44% of the weight of battery cells. This value
The slow development scenario assumes that the
was calculated fro m data available for Tesla model S manufacturing processes of the NCM/ NCA chemistry matures
[42]. It was also verified by expert 's opinion.
significantly and no new chemistry will enter the market.
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2) Market share- EV Vs ICE

Fig. 3. Battery price developments

Also, there will be no alteration in the anode materials which
prevents the cost from reducing further.
The fast development scenario makes aggressive predictions
about new chemistries such as Li-S entering the market and
being mass produced in 2035.
The best guess assumes that there will be developments in
anode materials such as shifting from a graphite based anode,
to a Silicon composite anode and eventually to Ultra-thin
Lithiu m metal as anode. This will significantly imp rove energy
density and safety while bringing down the costs. Tesla's
current batteries are already using silicon-co mposite anodes in
the 2170 battery cells used in the Tesla Model 3.
All the three scenarios add a 14% overhead to the
corresponding raw material costs mentioned in section C of the
appendix to obtain the final battery costs in 2035.
These experience curves are the basis for the scenarios
described in the follo wing sub sections.

Fig. 5. Market share on EVs

Fig.5 shows the market share of EVs as a percentage of the
total number of vehicles in the neighborhood. The graph shows
that the market share of EVs is above 50% after 2030,
irrespective of the rate of battery price developments.

3) Choice of battery size within a particular class

B. Influence of battery price development on EV sales
1) Total EV sales
Fig. 4. shows the impact of different battery price development
rates on EV sales. In all three battery development scenarios,
rate of increase in EV sales fro m 2010-2015 was low due to
high battery prices. Post 2016, there is a linear increase in the
number of EVs sold. There is a difference of 107 in cumu lative
Fig. 6. C-Class EV sales for slow development of battery price
EV sales between the slow development and fast development
scenarios at the end of 2035. Considering that the Fig. 6 shows the sales of the different battery pack sizes of Cneighborhood under consideration has only 500 residents, this Class EVs. If people with high range anxiety want to choose
difference is quite significant.
between an EV and an ICE vehicle within C-class, they are
most likely to choose the largest battery pack available. Th is
will not be possible unless the prices drop significantly enough
to make the TCO of an EV cheaper than that of the ICE. Th is
scenario shows how as the battery prices drop, people with
large range an xiety will start choosing EVs over ICE. The slow
development battery prices are used in this scenario so that this
dynamic is made more pronounced. Till the year 2021, no 75
kWh batteries are sold due to high battery prices. After 2022,
battery price reduces the TCO of EVs below that of a
comparable ICE vehicle. Thus, the C-Class EV with a larger
battery pack starts selling more after the battery prices drop to
€169/kWh.
Fig. 4. Cumulative EV sales based on battery price developments
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C. Breakthrough scenario- New battery chemistry enters
market in 2025

Fig. 7. Effect of new battery chemistry breakthrough on EV
market share

New battery chemistries such as Lithiu m Sulfur (Li-S) and
solid state batteries have been known to have extremely high
theoretical energy densities [48] [12]. The cost of raw materials
of Li-S batteries are low making it a promising alternative in
future. Ho wever, at the mo ment there are issues regarding the
cycle life and large volu me expansions which are preventing it
fro m entering the market. Fig. 7 considers a hypothetical
situation which assumes that the issues related to Li-S and
solid state batteries get solved by 2025 and this battery enters
the automotive market. Due to its high energy density, the
batteries become much lighter, thereby reducing the weight of
an EV drastically. An energy density of 600 Wh/Kg is assumed
in the 2025 based on expert opinions and is made to gradually
increase till 1100 Wh/Kg in 2035. This value is still only half
the theoretical maximu m energy density of Li-S, wh ich boasts
of a maximu m energy density of 2400 Wh/Kg. For th is
scenario, the fast development battery prices are used. The only
difference between the breakthrough and no breakthrough
scenarios is the increase in energy density. The results in Fig. 7
show that there is a noticeable ju mp in the market share of EVs
fro m the year 2025, i.e., fro m the year the breakthrough
happens. Fig. 8 shows the difference in the number of EVs
sold when the breakthrough of a new chemistry takes place.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Predicting EV adoption requires a holistic understanding of
interactions between different subsystems related to it. Since
the battery is one of the most important components of an EV,
it must be accounted for while making EV adoption models.
In this paper, battery prices are forecasted using the learning
curve approach. These battery costs, along with calculations
for range and power were imp lemented into a battery
manufacturer agent of an agent-based model to observe the
impact on EV adoption.
The battery model predicted that the battery prices would
drop to below €100/ kWh by 2030. The EV adoption model
predicted that there will be a market share of 35% by 2025 and
eventually 71% by the end of 2035. Also, it was inferred that
the battery costs will have to reduce below €160/kWh to make
people with high range an xiety choose EVs over ICE vehicles
as bigger battery packs will beco me affordable. Finally,
breakthrough of new chemistries can increase the market share
of EVs further by 5-8%.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the current model, the learning index assumes for every
doubling of production there will be a drop in costs by a certain
percentage. However, this is not the most accurate way of
modeling. Since the agent-based model has a car manufacturer
agent and a battery manufacturer agent, a feedback loop can be
created such that the EV sales can also drive battery prices.
The effect of economies of scale can be studied by including
this dynamic.
In this model, it is assumed that an EV will last for a period
of ten years and does not take into account the degradation of
the battery. This dynamic can be added by modeling an Scurve which shows remain ing state of charge versus Km
traveled similar to the one seen in [41]. Based on expert
opinion, it was found that an EV retains 80% of its original
capacity after 500,000 km. This can create a very interesting
second hand market scenario if battery degradation is
implemented. E.g a new Tesla Model S 75 has a range of 400
km. After covering 500,000 km, it will still have a range of
320km which makes it very competit ive against a new C-class
EV with close to the same range.
Implementing battery chemistries with different discharge
rates can add an interesting dynamic to the model. E.g. Lithiu m
Titanate or Lithiu m Iron Phosphate batteries have the
possibility of charging and discharging at very high C-rates.
This make these chemistries an interesting choice for heavy
duty applications such as trucks. Also, due to the high C-rates,
these batteries can charge at much higher speeds as compared
to NCM batteries. In the ABCD Model, both chemistries can
be offered to the consumer and depending on the requirement,
a choice between the chemistries can be made.
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m_Li2CO3 = m_Li*2 + m_C + m_O*3; % molar mass
of Li2CO3 in g/mol
nu_Li2CO3 = 1000/m_Li2CO3 ; % 1000 grams
divided by molar mass gives number of moles of
Li2CO3 in 1kg of Li2CO3
nu_Li = 2*nu_Li2CO3; % number of moles of
lithium in 1 kg of Li2CO3
M_Li = nu_Li*m_Li ; % Theoretical maximum
amount of lithium in grams

2) Amount of each material required for 1kWh of energy
Energy = 1000; % in Watt hour
Energy_J = 3600*1000 ; % in Joules
V = 3.6 ; % operating voltage of NCM battery
Q = Energy_J/V ; % charge in Coulumb
F = 96485 ; % Faraday's number in C/mol

3) For normal LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2
int_factor_NCM = 1/(0.9-0.5) ; % intercalation
factor for normal NCM battery 0.5<x<0.9

IX. A PPENDIX
A. Bottom up calculation for cathode raw material cost

Nu_Li = Q/F * int_factor_NCM ; % number of

1) Theoretical maximum amount of Lithium that can be
extracted from 1 Kg of Li 2 CO3

moles of Lithium in NCM battery

% Molar masses

Nu_Ni = Nu_Li * 0.333 ; % number of moles of
cobalt, Ni and Al is 0.333x number of moles of

m_Li = 7; % g/mol

Lithium as per the chemistry

m_C = 12; % g/mol

Nu_Co = Nu_Ni ;

m_O = 16; % g/mol

Nu_Mn = Nu_Ni ;

m_Ni = 58.693; % g/mol

Nu_O = Nu_Li*2 ; % number of moles of oxygen

m_Co = 58.933; % g/mol

% Hence, weight of each material required to
produce 1kWh energy is :

m_Mn = 54.938; % g/mol
wt_Li = Nu_Li*m_Li ; % in grams
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wt_Ni = Nu_Ni * m_Ni ; % in grams
wt_Co = Nu_Co * m_Co ; % in grams
wt_Mn = Nu_Mn * m_Mn ; % in grams
wt_O = Nu_O * m_O ; % in grams

Nu_Mn = Nu_Ni ;
Nu_O = Nu_Li*2 ; % number of moles of oxygen
% Hence, weight of each material required to
produce 1kWh energy is :
wt_Li = Nu_Li*m_Li ; % in grams

total_wt_cathode = wt_Li+wt_Ni+wt_Co+wt_Mn+wt_O
; % in grams

wt_Ni = Nu_Ni * m_Ni ; % in grams
wt_Co = Nu_Co * m_Co ; % in grams

4) For Lithium Rich - NCM batteries
wt_Mn = Nu_Mn * m_Mn ; % in grams

int_factor_LRNCM = 1/(1-0.5) ;
Nu_Li = Q/F * int_factor_LRNCM ; % number of
moles of Lithium in NCM battery

wt_O = Nu_O * m_O ; % in grams
total_wt_cathode = wt_Li+wt_Ni+wt_Co+wt_Mn+wt_O

Nu_Ni = Nu_Li * 0.333 ; % number of moles of

; % in grams

cobalt, Ni and Al is 0.333 times the number of
moles of Lithium as per the chemistry
Nu_Co = Nu_Ni ;

To find the raw material cost of cathode per kWh, multiply the

number of cells with the power for one cell g ives you the
maximu m power the can be delivered by the battery pack.

weight of each material to the cost of each material.

C. Cell costs of batteries
B. Maximum Power that can be drawn from the battery pack
Using data of 18650 BD panasonic [47] cells, we get internal
resistance as 0.035 ohms.
(4)
(5)

Fro m (4) and (5), we get
(6)
We know that
Therefore ,

Using the above formulas, power for each panasonic 18650
BD cell was found to be 92.57 W. Dividing total pack capacity
by the cell capacity g ives you number of cells. Multip lying the

